Metrolab

26-30 June 2022
KATOWICE

Host: Upper Silesian and Zagłębie Metropolis

Location: Scientific Information Center and Academic Library, 11A Bankowa Street

SDGs:
### Tuesday (28 June):

1pm.–6pm. – “Shared Living in the Cities of Tomorrow: Driving Innovation, Impact & Change”

The event will explore how we can drive innovation, impact and change in cities of tomorrow with shared living through stimulating conversations, collaboration and insights into the future of sustainable and community-centred urbanisation. During three panel discussions with industry experts, we will discuss new typologies in shared living, how they shape the urban landscape and what the future of community-centered city planning looks like.

### Wednesday (29 June):

7pm.–9pm. – Open meeting with Gil Penalosa. Activity and participation

Gil Peñalosa is a well-known authority in creating democratic and affordable urban spaces. He gained publicity as a co-creator of the famous urban revolution in Bogota at the turn of the century, and since then he has collaborated with over 200 cities around the world. He is the founder and president of the board of the 8-80 Cities organization promoting the creation of places friendly to both eight- and eighty-year-olds, president of World Urban Parks and an expert on urban mobility and civic involvement in the architectural studio of Jan Gehl.

Opening hours: 10am.–8pm.

The zone will feature a Metrolab cafe serving coffee and tea to all visitors.